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  Fire Department 
  Monthly Report 

For June 2018 
  
 

Incidents 
 

Total Calls for the Month:   59 
EMS Calls: 23 
Service/ Other Calls 5 
Fire Calls:   12 
Intercepts     12 
Motor Vehicle Crash:    4 
Mutual Aid Received: 1 
Mutual Aid Given Non-Intercept 9 
Total Calls to Date for the Year 331 
     
 
Members Status 

 
Position Authorized Actual LOA Resignation Appointments 
Command Staff 4 4 0 0 0 
Company Officer- (Med #) 6 6  0 0 0 
Firefighter-EMT  Varies 20 0 0 0 
Firefighter-Paramedic Varies 16 2 0 0 
Firefighter or EMT  Varies 2 0 0 0 
Recruit No Skills Varies 2 0 0 0 
Total Members 60 59 2 0 0 

 
 

 
 
Building/Grounds/Maintenance 
 
Station Maintenance: None 

 
Apparatus 

 
Apparatus Out of Service:  
 

 None 
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Significant Calls of Interest 
 

 06/11/2018- #18-0288 – Structure Fire- Vernon fire along with automatic aid companies 
were dispatched to a structure fire/ house explosion. 1201 was the first to arrive on scene 
to find a two-story residential structure fully involved. 1263 initiated fire suppression.  As 
mutual aid companies arrived they also assisted with fire suppression and overhaul. One 
patient was treated by Tess Corners ambulance and was flown to St. Mary’s Hospital in 
Milwaukee by Flight for Life Helicopter.  

 06/12/2018- #18-0289- Vehicle Fire- Vernon fire department responded to a vehicle fire 
at the park and ride on Woodland lane after the crew working noticed smoke coming 
from a vehicle. After going to investigate the crew found the vehicle to be on fire and 
began fire suppression and notified Big Bend fire department, since it was in BBFD 
jurisdiction.  

 06/18/2018- #18-0304- Structure Fire- Vernon fire department was requested by 
Mukwonago fire department to respond direct to the scene with one engine. 1263 
responded and once on scene assisted Mukwonago fire department with Fire Suppression 
and overhaul. 

 06/24/18- #18-0315 & #18-0316- Dive Recovery- Vernon Fire department was requested 
by Troy Center fire department to respond with one boat and personnel to the scene of a 
dive recovery. While 1210 was enroute with the boat they were notified that they could 
cancel, and then later in the Troy Center incident Troy center requested Vernon respond 
to the incident with a paramedic intercept (#18-0316). 1288 responded and remained on 
scene until the recovery was completed.  

 06/25/2018- #18-0319- Structure Fire- Vernon was requested by Mukwonago Fire 
Department for one engine direct to scene. When 1261 arrived on scene the crew 
performed a search of the building and performed a recovery of the occupant inside. 
After performing the recover the Vernon crew assisted with fire suppression and 
overhaul. 

 6/30/2018- #18-0327- Structure Fire- Vernon was requested by Mukwonago fire 
department for one engine respond direct to the scene of a structure fire. 1263 responded 
and once on scene assisted with fire suppression and overhaul. 

 


